A stable Fractional Cutting Plane method is aimed for solving All-Integer Linear Programming problems with Interval Constraints, in which a modified Interval Linear Programming method and an Interval Width Reduction procedure are availed for computational efficiency. To avoid cycling caused by degeneracy, a simple Lexicographic method is introduced under the concept of perturbation using infinitesimal random numbers. The Optimization problem is separated into a finite set of sUbproblems to search for integer feasible solutions. Tlventynine well-known small size test problems are solved; the iterations data are compared with those from th(!~sual Cutting Plane methods.
Introduction
This
----------------
Y is called the Reference solution and it corresponds to a basic solution satisfying the LP optimality condition (see Fig. 1 ).
--- i.e., (2. 17)
The value of Yk should be reduced in order to achieve feasibility. This is possible only when a k . > 0 and (c.,~.)t > 0 (y. = u.), and when a k . < 0 and and arranging them in an increasing lexicographic order, the following series of j is obtained: 
Let ~ and ~ be the basic and non-basic matrices respectively, after the r-th iteration. 
The table obtained after applying the above pivot operation is as shown The relaxed problem is tabulated as shown in Table 3A .
The optimal solution for the first
The maximum value of 
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The geometric explanation of the calculation procedure is shown in Fig. 5 . The perturbation method is not used in this example; it will be explained in a later example. Substituting (3.10) into (3.9), we get the expression
The effort required by this criterion to select the new source row can be justified by the improvement in the rate of convergence (see Section 5).
The Search Procedure
In this section we describe the Search procedure, which uses the IILP method described in sections 2 and 3. As mentioned in Section 1, the purpose of the Search procedure is to solve problem (1.1)-(1.4) . The procedure consist of two steps. The continuous lower bound ~ for f in (1.1) can be calculated by using instead of (1.1). Now let x . be the optimal solution to the minimization I111.-n problem, and ~ is defined as
~
Step I
The purpose of this step is to find an upper bound fO. Since (1.1)-(1.3) is a bounded problem, the MILP method finds its finite optimal solution or its infeasibility. If X is obtained, the upper bound fO is at hand and we proceed to Step 11. Otherwise infeasibility is detected, the problem (1.1)-(1.4) is also infeasible and the procedure finishes, because continuous infeasibility implies integer infeasibility.
Step 11
In this step we search for the integer optimal solution to problem (1.1)-(1.4). Let S be the set of feasible solutions for problem (1.1)- (1.4) 
x. is an integer j Since subprob1ems P 1
•...• P T
are artificial optimization problems to find their integer feasible solutions, we may introduce the following procedure in order to accelerate the search of integer feasibility.
Since the cutting planes lose effectiveness gradually, for some problems even though X is near to the optimal solution x*, it still takes a long time until x* is recognized. Hence, we examine the feasibility of the rounded solution z, which is defined as where f! is "Z- 
Searching for integer feasibility in fl = r = 31 and f2 = 30, by the IILP method, we find that both subproblems PI and P 2 are integer infeasible.
Hence, following the Search procedure, subproblem P 3 with f3 = 29 is examined. The Search procedure managed to solve all the above test problems, especially the 7-point combinatorial problem, which became infeasible.
The Search procedure shows computational stability for small size problems as seen in the test problems solved. However, in future, applications to different classes of larger integer models should be planned.
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